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Best Practices for Change Orders:  

An introduction

Based on our experience with performance audits in contracting and change 

orders, we have some best practices to share with local governments that might 

help you better price and evaluate your change order proposals.

A change order is an add-on or deletion to a contract a�er the scope of work has 

already been agreed to and the contract signed. �is can be done for many reasons, 

but o�en it’s due to unforeseen conditions or imperfections in project design.

However, change orders do not undergo a public bidding process, so there is  

no built-in assurance of competitive pricing as there was with the original scope 

of work. �at’s why you need to know best practices for pricing and evaluating 

change order proposals!

We hope you �nd this information helpful in improving your processes!

Please note: Local governments should use these leading practices as permitted by 

the grantor’s conditions. Speci�cally in some instances, local governments may be 

required to incorporate Washington State Department of Transportation’s (WSDOT) 

speci�cations because of how the project is funded. However, it depends only on how 

the project is funded – local governments are not required to follow the WSDOT 

speci�cations for all projects. See Appendix C for more information.
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Best practices for controlling 

change order pricing

Governments should establish terms in the original contract for how  

change order pricing will be handled. �e contracting entity should:

1. Ensure contracts establish the basis for reasonable and typical prices  

and rates for labor, materials, equipment and markups to be used in  

pricing change orders. 

�e basis should be established for all types of change orders and cost 

categories. For more information, see Appendix A for the di�erent types  

of change orders, and Appendix B for the benchmarks for typical change  

order prices and rates. �is information is crucial to understanding how  

the contract might provide guidance in advance for the pricing for the  

various types of change orders and costs.

For construction contracts, depending upon the change order type,  

that might include:

• Establishing pricing for additional work 

based on the unit pricing in the original 

contract or to similar recently bid work. 

For example, if an entity needs additional 

building space completed and the bid 

price in the contract was $XX/foot, then 

all subsequent additional building space 

would also be priced at the same cost per 

foot. However, for some types of contracts, 

this might be the starting point of a 

negotiation rather than an established  

price due to the nature of the work being 

di�erent in some way.

• Pre-establishing change order prices or 

rates for labor, materials, equipment,  

and markups for overhead and pro�t.  

For examples, see Appendix B for the 

various benchmarks that might be  

used for these types of costs.

• For architecture and engineering (A&E)  

contracts, that can include establishing  

both labor-rate increases for multi-year  

contracts and markup rates for overhead  

and pro�t.
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2. Contractually require contractors to submit detailed change order 

proposals when the work to be performed will not be based on unit 

prices (such as cost per square foot).

Change order proposals should include detailed prices and rates for labor, 

materials, equipment and markups so that the costs can be evaluated 

and compared to pre-established terms in the contract. �is should be 

done regardless of whether the work is to be performed by the general 

contractor or associated subcontractors.

For example, if the labor is to be based on prevailing wage rates (plus 

payroll taxes), the local government will need the labor broken out in 

detail so it can con�rm that wage rates agree to prevailing wage rates.

In other instances when costs for single items are high and there is 

su�cient lead time, additional support documents might be requested 

from the contractor to provide justi�cation for the high costs.

Local governments might want to de�ne and exempt change orders that 

are very small in nature, in which the cost attributable to this practice 

might exceed the bene�ts.

3. Specify the level of monitoring expected by A&E �rms charged  

with overseeing change order pricing

If your government has an A&E �rm involved with construction  

contracts, make sure the �rm is exercising the expected level of  

scrutiny over the change order pricing. �is is best done by  

establishing the expectations within the contract with the  

A&E �rm in advance. 

Best practices for controlling change order pricing



Best practices for managing and 

reviewing change order costs

Once a project is under way, it is important to take steps to ensure that  

the prices paid for change order work are appropriate and agree with  

pre-established rates, prices and other contract terms. �e contracting  

entity should:

1. Maintain written documentation (change orders) for all additional  

work or materials beyond the scope or sum of the original contract.

2. Accept unit pricing for change orders only when it is appropriate.

Because unit pricing lacks details about the types of costs included 

(materials, labor, markup), you should accept it only when unit pricing  

was already contractually agreed upon. Otherwise, the change order 

proposal would not contain su�cient detail to evaluate the di�erent  

cost categories. 

For example, if the rate for additional building space was $100 a square 

foot in the original contract and the change order asks for $200 a square 

foot, you will need more detailed information about what makes up the 

cost in order to fully evaluate it. �e one exception might be when you  

are in a position to borrow unit pricing from other recent contracts  

that re�ect current market pricing, are in the same market, and are 

su�ciently comparable.

Schedule of values

During the drafting process 

of the original contract, it 

can be bene�cial to draft the 

schedule of values in a way 

that provides su�cient detail 

for future change order.
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3. Perform detailed reviews of contract change order  

quantities and costs proposed by contractors.

�is includes comparing change order prices against the applicable unit bid prices  

(e.g., in the original bid), or to the schedules of units, rates or values, vendor invoices,  

price indices, or other sources that are pre-established by contract. Such reviews help 

ensure the additional charges are reasonable and conform to the contract conditions.  

It can be helpful to retain historical costs per unit for common changes as an additional 

tool to evaluate costs.

Another strongly recommended option is developing an independent cost estimate 

to evaluate the reasonableness of the �rm’s or contractor’s proposal. Internal sta� who 

perform such reviews should be guided by policies and procedures that describe how  

they should evaluate:

• �e quantities of units such as for materials, labor hours, and equipment hours

• �e change order pricing (rates and markups) to  

ensure they agree with pre-established pricing  

and rates

In addition, for very large change order  

proposals, it might be bene�cial to have  

an independent party perform an  

evaluation and estimate to determine  

the reasonableness of the quantities  

and the pricing.

4. Spot-check the oversight provided  

by A&E �rms hired to perform  

construction management

Veri�cation is important to ensure  

the local government is obtaining  

the service from the A&E �rm  

it expected and is paying for.  

�is is to ensure detailed pricing  

information is obtained and  

adequately evaluated.

Best practices for managing and reviewing change order costs
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Best practices for procurement 

policy development

An entity’s procurement policy should address its expectations with regard to  

change orders

For example, some areas the policy might cover include:

• �e process for requesting changes to a pre-existing contract

• �e authority levels by position to review and approve change orders, and 

which changes must be brought to the executive level or governing body 

for approval

• Guidance for how internal sta� should evaluate change order 

pricing, such as when an independent cost estimate might  

be needed

• When it is appropriate to add work to a pre-existing 

contract versus when it might constitute a new project

• When it’s appropriate to decrease contracts via a change 

order, because this can be viewed as negotiation with 

the lowest bidder in certain situations



References

Many of these leading practices were initially developed during a past performance audit. 

To view the full performance audit report and its �ndings, as well as sources used in initially 

developing the best practices, see the audit report at: portal.sao.wa.gov/ReportSearch/Home/

ViewReportFile?arn=1007057&isFinding=false&sp=false

For assistance

�is resource has been developed by the Center for Government 

Innovation of the O�ce of the Washington State Auditor. For speci�c 

questions about procurement requirements, please use the Helpdesk 

at SAO Online Services at www.sao.wa.gov.

Please send any other questions, comments, or suggestions to 

Center@sao.wa.gov.

Disclaimer

�is resource is provided for informational purposes 

only. It does not represent prescriptive guidance, 

legal advice, an audit recommendation, or audit 

assurance. It does not relieve governments 

of their responsibilities to assess risks, 

design appropriate controls, and make 

management decisions.
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https://portal.sao.wa.gov/ReportSearch/Home/ViewReportFile?arn=1007057&isFinding=false&sp=false
https://portal.sao.wa.gov/ReportSearch/Home/ViewReportFile?arn=1007057&isFinding=false&sp=false
https://sao.wa.gov/
mailto:Center%40sao.wa.gov?subject=
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Appendix A: Types of change orders

�e types of construction contract change orders generally fall into the following categories, 

each of which treats pricing or negotiations di�erently:

• A unit-priced change order is for work the owner and contractor agree to price at the 

“unit of work” level, such as a change order for building additional space at a certain 

cost per square foot. �e unit price for change order work usually is established by 

referring to the original contract bid or to other recent, similar work in which the 

price was competitively established. Unit-priced change orders are priced in total  

and do not break out separate costs and pricing for labor, materials, equipment  

and markups. �e amount of the change order is agreed to before the work  

is performed.

• A time and materials or force account change order consists of work that is ordered  

by the local government without prior agreement with the contractor. In these 

situations, the local government reimburses the contractor on a time-and-materials 

basis, plus markups for pro�t and overhead. �is approach typically is used when 

work cannot be easily or accurately estimated, or under emergency conditions such  

as a broken sewer line. �e amount of the change order is unknown until a�er the 

work is performed.

• Regular change orders are all other change orders. �e total cost is negotiated  

between the local government and the contractor before work is performed.  

�ese negotiations o�en start with a contractor submitting a change order  

proposal itemizing the quantities and prices for labor, materials, equipment  

and markups. �e government reviews the contractor’s proposal before the  

two parties arrive at a negotiated price. A best practice is for the government to 

develop its own estimate of the costs before reviewing the contractor’s proposal. 
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Appendix B: Benchmarks for typical change  
order prices and rates

Establishing the basis for the prices and rates that will be paid for change order work  

in the initial contract can help control the cost of change orders.

Unit prices

Unit prices are used when appropriate for the circumstances and based on recent  

competition for similar work. For such work, using the unit prices from the original  

bid or from other recent bids (such as cost per square foot) as the basis to price change  

orders can be appropriate. For example, if work in the original bid was quoted at $29  

a square foot, but then additional square footage is needed, the pricing should  

not vary from these recent unit prices for similar work unless the government obtains 

itemized charges to support the extra cost.

Experts caution that using contract unit prices for change orders 

is not appropriate in cases when the type of work to be 

performed is not similar, the unit prices used are not 

current, the locations are very di�erent, or the 

quantities involved vary too much.

Construction labor costs

Because they are tied to market 

conditions, some government 

agencies tie construction labor 

costs to the prevailing wage 

rate plus the payroll taxes 

in e�ect at the time of the 

work. Others might base it 

on actual wages paid, which 

can be veri�ed by obtaining 

certi�ed payrolls and 

checking for reasonableness 

by comparing with prevailing 

wages. �e actual labor rate 

paid must be consistent with 

non-change order work or 

contract work. State law (RCW 

39.12.020) requires contractors 

to pay no less than the prevailing 

wage on public works, but it does 

not obligate local governments to pay 
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contractors for higher labor rates on change orders. However, depending upon the location 

and market conditions, contractors might have to compensate more than prevailing wages to 

attract and retain quali�ed workers.

For example, the General Conditions for Washington State Facilities Construction limits 

labor rates on change orders to those submitted on the Statement of Intent to Pay Prevailing 

Wages or higher amounts if justi�ed and approved.

Alternatively, for force account change orders on contracts funded by the Transportation 

Department, labor charges must agree to the labor rates contractors submitted at the start  

of the contract.

A&E labor rates

Increases in A&E �rms’ labor rates can be tied to the original  

contract plus a predetermined escalation rate, such as the  

Consumer Price Index, the Producer Price Index for A&E  

services (Industry Code 5413), or other reasonable sources.

Materials prices

Materials prices typically are limited to vendor quotes,  

the contractors’ cost, or the original contract price.  

If actual costs are not available, standard industry  

pricing guidelines might be an option.

Equipment rental rates

Most state transportation departments and  

numerous municipalities use the Rental Rate  

Blue Book. It is a common industry guide for  

determining reimbursement rates for heavy  

equipment use.

Appendix B

https://des.wa.gov/sites/default/files/public/documents/Facilities/EAS/EASGenCond697.pdf?=1cf67
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Appendix C: Similarities to and di�erences from 
Washington State Department of Transportation 
practices

Many local governments incorporate Washington State Department of Transportation’s 

(WSDOT) Standard Speci�cations for Roads, Bridges, and Municipal Construction into 

all their construction contracts. Local governments must follow the change order pricing 

practices prescribed in WSDOT’s Standard Speci�cations when their construction contracts 

are funded by grants from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) or WSDOT. 

However, when local governments incorporate WSDOT’s Standard Speci�cations into 

contracts that are not funded by FHWA of WSDOT grants, they may modify the change 

order pricing contained in those Standard Speci�cations. 

For example, WSDOT’s Standard Speci�cations requires markups for some categories of 

force account work that is higher than typical markups. �ese force account markups are 

sometimes used for other types of change work when unit prices are not used to price that 

work. However, local governments that are not funded with FHWA or WSDOT grants may 

reduce these markups to re�ect more typical markups. Typical markups are included in the 

performance audit report cited on page 6.

https://portal.sao.wa.gov/ReportSearch/Home/ViewReportFile?arn=1007057&isFinding=false&sp=false
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* WSDOT requires contractors to submit detailed change order cost estimates if there is a 

dispute as to the amount determined by the local government.

Similarities and di�erences between WSDOT’s change order practices and the leading practices 

identi�ed in this resource

Leading practice
Unit-priced change 

orders

Force 

account 

change 

orders

Regular 

change 

orders

Contractually establish the basis 

for pricing all change orders. 

Does WSDOT require?

Yes Yes No

Contractually require contractors 

to submit detailed change 

orders (for non-unit priced 

work). Does WSDOT require?

N/A Yes No*

Obtain written change orders  

for all additional work or 

materials beyond the scope or 

sum of the original contract. 

Does WSDOT require?

Required for new 

work that di�ers from 

the original contract. 

Required or allowed when 

additional quantities are 

needed to complete the 

work spelled out in the 

original contract. See 

section 1-04.6 of the 

Standards Speci�cation 

Manual.

Yes Yes

Appendix C



https://portal.sao.wa.gov/PerformanceCenter
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More details on other aspects 
of procurement can be found 
in our new guide, “Buying 
and Bidding – Ensuring your 
government follows Washington 
purchasing laws.” Find it at:

https://portal.sao.wa.gov/PerformanceCenter


“Our vision is to increase  

trust in government.  

We are the public’s  

window into how tax  

money is spent.” 

– Pat McCarthy, State Auditor

Washington State Auditor’s O�ce  

P.O. Box 40031 Olympia WA 98504 

www.sao.wa.gov 

1-564-999-0950 


